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Within a cross-cultural psychopathology study-abroad program in Prague, 
visits to psychiatric institutions are used to humanize mental illness and 
induce disorienting dilemmas. 

Disorienting dilemmas occur when recent experiences are incongruent with 
one’s preexisting beliefs and force the individual, via dissonance, to 
reconsider such beliefs (Mezirow, 1997).

The students and I visit Psychiatrická Nemocnice Bohnice, an inpatient 
clinic, where we meet for several hours  with a large group of convicted 
sexual offenders with sexual paraphilias (primarily pedophilia and sadism 
disorder) and their clinicians

Students often remark in course evaluations that the visit and subsequent 
assignments force them to question long-held cultural assumptions and are 
among the most powerful learning experiences they have abroad. 

In the Czech Republic, sex offenders with a paraphilic disorder are 
considered minimally responsible – in both an ethical and legal sense – for 
their sexual behaviors and confined to a rehabilitation clinic (Weiss, 2018). 

In contrast, offenders without a sexual paraphilia are considered responsible 
for their behaviors and are sentenced to lengthy prison terms. This legal 
distinction is not made in the US.

The clinicians present data on the markedly low recidivism rates among 
patients who have been deemed rehabilitated and released.

Students often are surprised by the degree
of sympathy they develop for some offenders 
and later express feeling torn about the moral 
responsibility of and proper judicial course 
for paraphilic offenders. 

An ethical challenge: The tasks can be 
especially difficult for students who have a 
history of being sexually assaulted.
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Sample Case Studies

Clinic Visit

• Write a brief position paper on the ethics of penile plethysmography for 
the assessment of sex offenders.

• Write a brief position paper on the ethics of chemical and surgical 
castration for the treatment of sex offenders.

• Construct a fictitious case study that taps into the moral responsibility 
of sex offenders and includes challenging ethical questions.

• Respond to the ethical questions associated with others’ case studies.

Portfolio Evaluation

In my evaluations, I emphasize depth of thought (rather than perspective), 
as evidenced through:

• discussion of pre-existing assumptions that were challenged
• ethical or philosophical issues that were raised 
• deeper questions that persist

Mezirow, J. (1997). Transformative learning: Theory to practice. New directions for adult and continuing education, 
74, 5-12.

The case studies, associated questions, and top responses are posted 
online, where they can be employed by others to explore these ethical 
issues.           https://apps.carleton.edu/curricular/psyc/ethicsso/


